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Introduction. Let W be a suitable space of functions or distributions.

Then we shall show that any TE W admits a representation

(1) T(x) =  f exp(ix-z)dp(x)/k(z)

where p is a bounded measure with support on the whole complex space, k is a

suitable function, and where the integral converges in a suitable sense, (ju and

k are not unique.) For many spaces W, we can make more precise statements

about the possibility of choosing the support of p, suitable. An application is

made to the representation of a distribution as a sum of holomorphic func-

tions. An example of this result is that, in one variable, any distribution of

Schwartz is the sum of a function holomorphic in the upper half-plane and

one holomorphic in the lower half-plane, these holomorphic functions having

boundary values in a suitable sense. A second application is given to the

problem of global approximation of a function or a distribution. Thirdly, we

show that every entire function is the initial and final value (i.e. Cauchy

value) for a solution of the heat equation. We also use our methods to solve

some problems of division posed in [3].

In a sense, the results described above are unsatisfactory because there

is an undue emphasis put on holomorphic functions whereas we should like

to consider the class of holomorphic functions merely as an example of solu-

tions of a system of partial differential equations. Thus we should like to

represent any distribution of Schwartz on the real line in the form/i+/2 where

/i is defined in the upper half-plane, f2 is defined in the lower half-plane, and

Dfj = 0 in the appropriate half-plane, where D is a suitable differential oper-

ator in two variables. In case D has constant coefficients and is of the form

D = dm/dym + P1(d/dx)dm-1/dym~1 + ■ ■ ■ + Pm(d/dx)

where the Pj are constant coefficient differential operators, then even more

can be proven: Given any «i-tuple (Tj(x)) of distributions on the real axis,

we can find distributions /i in the upper half-plane and f2 in the lower half-

plane such that Dfj = 0 and

lim d'\fx(x,y)]/dy'+ Um d'[f2(x, y)]/dy' = T¡(x)
V->0+ v-*o —
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for 7 = 0, 1, • • • , m — 1 where the limits exist in the sense of distributions.

Thus, though in general there is no existence theorem for the problem

for a half-plane with arbitrary distributions as initial data, there is existence

for this modified Cauchy problem. It would be of interest to give other

"boundary conditions" to make /i and f2 unique.

The above result can be extended to higher dimensions and to general

constant coefficient systems. The details will be presented elsewhere.

1. General representation theorem. Let R(C) denote real (complex)

euclidean space of dimension n; by x = (*i, • • • ,xn)[z = (zi, • • • ',«„)] we de-

note the coordinates on R(Q. Let IF be a reflexive space of functions or dis-

tributions on R; assume that IF contains all exponential functions and that

the mapping z—»exp(z-x) is an analytic map of C-*W; assume also that the

exponentials are dense in W. Denote by W the dual of W; for an 5£ W we

can define the Fourier transform

(2) S(z) = S-exp(iz-x)

for any zEC. $(z) is an entire function on C and S determines S uniquely.

We now introduce a most important hypothesis which we call:

Analytically uniform. There exists a family K of continuous positive func-

tions k on C so that if W' denotes the space of Fourier transforms of W with

the topology of W' defined to make the Fourier transform a topological iso-

morphism, then the sets

(3) Nk = {F £ W' | | F(t) |   g k(z) for all z £ C\

form for kEK a fundamental system of neighborhoods of zero in W'. More-

over, for any ££ W' and any kEK, \ F(z) | /¿(z)—>0 as | z\ —► oo. We call K an

analytic uniform structure for W.

It is shown in [l; 2; 3; 4] that most of the important spaces of functions

and distributions which were considered by Laurent-Schwartz are analytically

uniform. In particular, the spaces H of entire functions, £ of indefinitely

differentiable functions, D' of distributions and D't of distributions of finite

order are analytically uniform. (For the space H, R must be replaced by C,

that is the ¡cy must be considered as complex variables. For these examples see

[1;2;3;4].)
Now, for IF analytically uniform, let us consider any TEW, the dual of

W'. Then 7 is bounded on some neighborhood of zero in W'. Thus there

exists a kEK so that the conditions: FEW',

max | F(z) \ /k(z) £ 1

imply | T-F\ ¿1. By the Hahn-Banach theorem, 7 can be extended to a

continuous linear function T on the space Lk of continuous functions G on

C such that \G(z)\/k(z) is (for this k) bounded on C and zero at infinity
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with the norm max | G(z)/^(z) |. Hence there exists a measure p on C with

total variation finite such that for any such G we have

(4) f-G = JG(z)dp(z)/k(z).

I want to use this representation to define the Fourier transform on W.

First we notice that for any SE W the integral

(5) fS-exp(ix-z)dp(z)/k(z) =  ( §(z)dp(z)/k(z)

certainly exists in the sense of Lebesgue because of our assumptions on the

topology of W'. Moreover, these integrals are uniformly bounded for 5 in a

neighborhood of zero defined by | S(z)|/k(z) £ 1 for zEC. Thus, by the re-
flexivity of W, the map

► j' S(z)dp(z)/k(z)

defines an element of W which we call the Fourier transform of T and we

denote it by t. Symbolically we write

(6) t(x) =  I exp(ix-z)dn(z)/k(z).

Note that in case k is large at infinity, t will be a function.

I am not yet finished, for I want to show that every element of W is of

the form t for some TE IF. Let U be any element of W. Then it is clear

that the function

Ê^S-U, SEW'

represents an element VE W. Moreover we see immediately from the defini-

tions that U= V.

Finally it is clear that the correspondence T*-*t is one-one between W

and W. (Of course, there are many measures p which represent T.) Thus we

have proven

Theorem 1. For any TEW we can find a bounded measure p on C and a

kEK so that

(7) T-S = fS(z)dp(z)/k(z)

for any ¿EW' where the integral exists in the sense of Lebesgue-Stieltjes. If we

set
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f-S= TS

for SEW' then the map T—> f is a one-one linear map of W onto W. Thus every

element of W can be represented by a symbolic integral

(8) I exp(ix-z)du(z)/k(z)

for some kEK and some bounded measure p.

For many important function spaces the symbolic integral will actually

exist as a Lebesgue integral. This is in particular true of the spaces £ and H.

2. Strengthened representation theorem. As we mentioned above, the

measure p of Theorem 1 is not unique. In many cases we can say much more.

For example, if T satisfies a partial differential equation then the support of

p can be chosen to be an algebraic variety. This result is very deep and is ex-

plained in [5]. We content ourselves here with showing that in certain cases

the support of p can be chosen to be on certain subsets of C.

We explain how these results are derived : First let us note that the meas-

ure p was found because of the representation of the elements of the dual of

Lk as bounded measures on C divided by k. Now, let s be a closed subset of C

and denote by Lk(s) the space of functions G which are continuous on s,

satisfy | G(z) \ /k(z) is bounded on s, and tends to zero as | z\ —» oo ; the norm

in Lk(s) is defined as maxl6, \G(z)\/k(z).

It is easy for many k to produce sets s so that the conditions GEW' and

max | G(z) \ /k(z) Ú 1
(«•

imply

max | G(z) \ /k(z) g 1.
isC

Even if this cannot be done, then we can usually produce an 5 and a kiEK

so that the conditions GEW',

max | G(z) | /*,(«) è 1

imply

max | G(z)\/k(z) á 1.

If this can be done then we say that (s, ki) is k sufficient.

Suppose that (s, ki) is k sufficient. Then if TEW is continuous on W' in

the topology of Lk, then T is also continuous on IF' in the topology induced

by 7fcj(s). The method of §1 then leads to the representation
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(9) f(x) - J  txp(ix-z)dp(z)/k1(z)

where p is a bounded measure with support pQs. In particular we have

Lemma 2. Suppose there exists a closed set sQC so that for each kin a subset

Ki of K, this subset being sufficient to define the topology of W', we can find a ki

in K so that (s, kx) is k sufficient; then every TEW has the Fourier representation

(10) t(x) =  f exp(ix-z)dp(z)/ki(z)

for some kiEK where pis a bounded measure with support on s.

Examples of sets s are the complex plane minus any compact set, as

follows from the maximum modulus theorem. Using the Phragmen-Lindelöf

method we can make the sets s even smaller. We illustrate this below in sev-

eral examples.

The space 77. H is the space of entire functions of x. (The x¡ are considered

here as complex variables.) Ê' is the space of entire functions of exponential

type on C. 77 is analytically uniform and the set K consists of all functions k

which are continuous, positive, and such that

txp(A\z\) = 0(k(z))

for any A>0 (see [2]).

Lemma 3. Sets s satisfying the conditions of Lemma 2 can be constructed as

follows: For each j let A, and B¡ be any two distinct straight lines through the

origin in the complex z¡ plane. Then we can choose s as the cartesian product

(AxKJBi)X ■ ■ ■ X(AnVJB„).

Proof. For simplicity, we consider first the case «= 1 ; the passage to «> 1

will be discussed below. We write A for ^4i and B for B\. We may clearly as-

sume that A is the real axis; let a be the counterclockwise angle between the

positive real axis and B.

We map the sector of angle a onto the upper half-plane by means of the

mapping z—>2T/a=X say. For any kEK, we have k(\z\ ) = k(\\\"lT) so k is

larger at infinity than exp(z:|X| "'*) for any i>0. We need

Lemma 4. Let M be a continuous function defined on R such that M(x) ^ 1

and M(x)^\x\alT for all x and such that, at infinity, M(K) is larger than

t\\\alT for any t>0. Then there is a positive monotonie function it on R which

is real analytic except for a discrete sequence of jumps, with H larger than

t\\\al* at infinity for each f>0, and satisfying

(11) M(x) £ M(x),

(12) M(x + y) £ AM(x) + +M(y),
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(13) M(xy) g 2Ñ(x)Ñ(y),

M(x)dx
(14) ~17—r<*>-

/"   M(x)d
..    1 + x

Before proving Lemma 4, we shall use it to complete the proof of Lemma

3. We construct the Poisson integral M* of M for the upper half-plane :

yM(x')
dx .M*(x, y) « — I-—

■k J-x (x - x'y(x - x')2 + y*

We shall show first that M*(x, y) ^const[M(x) + M(y)]. For this purpose we

write

-+J. ■
Now,

Ç'      yM(x') =  /•» yM(x' + x)

J_„ (x - x')2 + y2 *      J_M    z'2-r-y2

/••  y[J?(*0 + #(*)]
(15) á 4 I ¿a;'

xn + y2

0   yif(s')
/•       y r°   yl-— dx' + 4 I     ~

^x't + y*             J-^x'2+ y* J^x't + y*

The first term is just 2irM(x). The second is

'»  M(x')dx'/y r»   M(x'/y)M(y)dx'/y

dx'.

/•»  M(x')dx'/y                 r°   M(x'/y)M(y)d
4 I     -<. const   I      -—

J^i + (x'/yy-      J_„    i + (x'/yy

a. , r° fl(«7y)<
M(y)J_„TT7?

0   M(x'/y)dx'/y
const M(y) | .   ,   .....

+ (x'/yy

= const M(y).

On the other hand we have

yM(x') f"*yM(x' + x)
-dx' =  I     —--
(x'-xy + y* J0      x'2 + y

dx',

which is handled as above. Putting the above calculations together we deduce

(16) M*(x, y) g const[M(s) + M(y)],

which is the desired result.

In particular we derive the fact that
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(17) M*(x,y) £ const Jlf(|x|),

where \ = x-\-iy.

Next, we want to show that M* is large at infinity; in fact, we want to

show that, at infinity, M*(x, y)>i|X|a/* for any i>0. For this we use the

fact that M is positive and monotonie. Then for ¡c^O,

(18) M*(x, y)^  f
J a

yM(x + x')

x'2 + ys
dx'.

For any t there is a /' (possibly t' <0) so that

M(x + x') = f + t(x + x')«i*.

Thus,

■k r" yix + x')"i'
M*(x,y)^-t' + t '    dx'

2 J a       x2 + y

y(xa<' + x'alT)

-dx'
x'2 + y'2

= — t' -|-tx*'* H-ty".
2 2 2

Since x, y^O this means that, at infinity,

M*(x, y) = — f (s"'' + y"'')

è et I X |°"

where c is some constant independent of t. This gives our desired result for

x ^ 0 and the case x < 0 is similar.

We wish now to complete the proof of Lemma 3 in case »= 1. It is easily

seen that we may assume the functions kEK are functions of |z|. Let kEK

be given; it is sufficient to show that we can find, for each of the four sectors

A, into which the lines A and B divide C, a kjEK (or rather, a k¡ which is

positive and tends to infinity faster than any exponential (but fey may not

be continuous)) so that the conditions FEÔ',

| F(z) | /fey(z) £ I for z on boundary Ay

imply

| F(z) | /k(z) £ const for z G Ay.

For simplicity of notation we restrict ourselves to Ai which is the sector

formed by:
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We use the notation of Lemma 4: Set M(\) = (l/2c) log k(\), where c is

the constant occurring in (17) and then define k\(z) = exp(jßT(z)). Let Af**(X)

be a conjugate of Af*(X) and set

h(z) m exp[M*(z) + »Jf**(«)]

for z£Ai.

From (19) we deduce that on the boundary of Ai we have | k\(z) | >exp(í | z\ )

at infinity for any i>0.

Now, suppose FEH' and | F(z) \ /h(z) ¿ 1 for z£boundary Ai. Then,

|£i(z)| =ki(z) for z£boundary Ai except at the discontinuities of M, but

these points do not matter because F and k are continuous everywhere, so we

can neglect them, [it is also possible to modify M on the sets x¡ —1/2 ^¡c

^Xj + l/2 (see the construction below) to make M indefinitely differentiable

by changing slightly the constants that occur in the conditions on M. We

have thus | F(z)/h(z)\ i¡ 1 for z£boundary Ai.] The function F(z)/k\(z) is

analytic in K%\ by (19) and the fact that F is of exponential type it follows

that | F(z)/%i(z) | —*0 as | z\ —» oo, z£Ai. Thus by the maximum modulus prin-

ciple, | F(z)/ki(z) | á 1 for z£Ai. That is, for z£Ai we have

I F(z) |   á  | h(z) |

= exp(M*(z))

g exp(cü7(|z|)) by (17)

g exp(c(M(\))

-*(|s|).

This is the desired result.

Passage to n>l. There is no essential difficulty involved. We notice that
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the functions kEK could be chosen to be products k(z) = k1(zi), ■ • • , kn(zn).

In each of the complex zy planes we have four sectors Aj, k = 1, 2, 3, 4. Then

given any cartesian product of sectors H.A( we must produce a kiEK such

that the conditions FEE',

(20) | F(z) | /ki(z) ¿ 1,       z £ distinguished boundary of Ü At,

imply

(21) | F(z) | /*(i) £ const, z £ ü AÍy.

We construct ¿i as a product ¿i(z) = ¿}(zi) ■ • • k*(z„) where k{ is constructed

for k> and A^. by our above one dimensional argument. The corresponding

functions k>* and h are constructed as above. The one dimensional maxi-

mum modulus principle is replaced by the fact that a function which is holo-

morphic in IJA^ and tends to zero at infinity will take its maximum on the

distinguished boundary. This concludes the passage to n>l.

Proof of Lemma 4. The proof of Lemma 3 will be complete when we com-

plete the proof of Lemma 4, that is the construction of M with the desired

properties. Since M is even, we construct M(x) for x>0. For simplicity we

assume M(x) as equal to const x"1' for long intervals. More precisely, we

shall construct a sequence {xj} with 3Cy-n>jCy>0 and we define

for 0 á x < Xi

jx*1* for x,- ̂  x < Xj+i.

We must construct {xj} so that M will have all the desired properties.

It is clear that ft is positive, monotonie, even, and M is larger at infinity

than any txal*. Next we note that for any a

(x + y)alT ^ 2alr m&x(x"lx, y"1*)

á 2*«/» + 2yi'.

We choose #1 = 1 and we choose the x, so lacunary that M(x)^M(x), and

Xj+i> 2 S'sy xi and *y+i > (xs)2- Moreover we assume that jxf"~l <j~2. (Such

a choice is certainly possible since a<ir.) Then we have for M(x+y) the

following inequality: Suppose x^y; then if jo is the smallest j such that

x<xJo, then x+y<Xjù+i. Thus, if jo^2 then

(23) M(x) - jo**"

and

&(x + y) Û 0'o+ l)(x + y)"i*

= 2«"(/o + l)M(x)/j,

= lÜ(x)

ú tM(x) + 4Ü?(y).

(22) M(x) = I1
If
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If jo=l then M(x-\-y)£2«ir<2<4M(x)+4M(y). Thus, condition (12) is

satisfied.
To verify condition (13), suppose x, y>l. Suppose again that x^y and

that jo is the smallest j so that *<*,■„. Then xy <x* K^KXj^i. Thus, M(xy)

£Oo+l)Ä;0/'r while Mix) =joXalT. This means that

M(xy) £ 2M(x)

£ 2M(x)M(y).

In case either x or y is £ 1, say y £ 1, then xy £¡c, so M(xy) £ M(x) — M(x)M(y).

Thus condition (13) is verified.

Finally, for condition (14) we note that for j'^1,

,s*m    M(x) Cxi+i      Xa1*
dx

/' w    ikf (z) r ■■

1 + *2 ^.y        1 + *2

£/ I      xa'T-2dx
J Xj

J r   a/V-1 a/x-1.
(25) = —- [xj+1    - Xj      j

ce/T — 1

< const//2

by construction of the x¡. Thus,

M(x)»      /•»V+i      Jlf(x)

yliJ.,       1 + ^2
zia; <  •»,

which is the desired result. (2)

From Lemmas 2 and 3 and the statements about the topology of Ê' we

deduce (the last two statements of Theorem 5 are obvious) :

Theorem 5. Let A¡, B¡ be as in the statement of Lemma 3. Then for any

entire function f we can find a function k on C which tends to zero faster than

any exponential and we can find a bounded measure p with support p GII (A y WTJy)

such that

(26) /(*) = f exp(ix-z)dp(z)/k(z).

The integral converges absolutely and uniformly for x in any compact set of the

complex space. Conversely, any such integral represents an entire function.

(2) Added in proof. Professor L. Rubel has pointed out that the proof of Lemma 3 can be

greatly simplified by replacing the function ki(z) by a series of the form 2^/ exp (jz) where the

a< are suitably chosen. The method of Rubel is valid for many other spaces, but does not seem

to have as wide applicability as the method used in the proof of Lemma 4.
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Remark. We could get an even more precise result by replacing the sets

AjUBj by any three half-lines through the origin such that each of the sectors

formed is of opening <ir. The proof of this is the same as the above proof.

We should like to reformulate Theorem 5 in classical language. For this

purpose we restrict ourselves to the case « = 1, and we choose A =A\ as the

real axis and B = Bi as the imaginary axis. Then any entire function / can be

represented in the form

(27) f(x) = J exp(ixz)dp1(z)/ki(z) + j txpix z dp2(z)/k2(z) =/i+/s, say,

where fei and fe2 are continuous, positive, monotonie functions which grow

faster than any exponential and ¿ti and p2 are bounded measures with support

/UiC-4 and support p2EB.

We want to investigate /i and/2. It is easily seen that (writing * = £+«/)

(28) | /j(f + iV) I £ J exp( \nz\)\ dßl(z) \ /kx(z) = g(„), say.

This means that /i is uniformly bounded in strips parallel to the real axis.

Similarly, /2 is uniformly bounded in strips parallel to the imaginary axis.

I do not know if one can give a direct proof of such a representation of an

arbitrary entire function.

It should be noted that the above is not quite a characterization of the

functions/y. However, it is "almost" a characterization, for if/i were L2 on

lines parallel to the real axis and f2 were L2 on lines parallel to the imaginary

axis then we would have a representation

(29) /,(*) = J exp(ixz)dßj(z)/k(z).

Results for other spaces. We now give the result for the space E which is

analogous to Theorem 5 for the space H.

Theorem 6. For each j=\, 2, • • • , «, let A¡ denote the real axis in the

complex zj plane and let B¡ be any other line through the origin. For any in-

definitely differentiable function f we can find continuous positive functions (of

one complex variable) l{ and 4 with l{ tending to infinity faster than any exponen-

tial and ¡i tending to infinity faster than any polynomial and we can find a

bounded measure p with support pEYL(Aj^ABj) such that

(30) f(x) =  I exp(ix-z)dß(z)/l(z),

where, for z = (z\, • • • , z„), we have l(z) = Ü4(zy), where p = l if ZjEBj and

p = 2ifZjEAj.
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The integral and each of its derivatives converge uniformly for x in any com-

pact set of R. Conversely, every such integral represents anfEE.

The proof of Theorem 6 follows along essentially the same lines as that of

Theorem 5. We use the fact that £ is analytically uniform, the set K consist-

ing of all functions k(z) which grow faster at infinity than any polynomial in

z times any exp(i| 7z| ) where 7z represents the imaginary part of z. (For this

see [2].)

A result similar to Theorem 6 holds for the space D'F of distributions of

finite order. The only difference is that the functions 4 satisfy (l + |¡ey|)~p

= 0(f£(*y)) for some p>0.

The space D' of distributions is also analytically uniform (see [3]). The

set K consists of all positive, continuous functions k(z) on C such that if h(z)

is any continuous function on C such that for some (>0we have

A0s)=O(exp«|r«|)/(l+ 1*1)1-)

for all p then also

h(z) = 0(k(z)).

Let us notice the following:

Lemma 7. Let w(y) be any positive, continuous, monotonie function of the

real variable y such that, at infinity, log(y)/co(y) —»0. Let Ra be the set in C defined

by

(31) \lz\   £»|(Jte)|).

Then outside of Ra "the topologies of D and Ê are the same" that is, given any

k of the set K defining the analytically uniform structure for D there is a I of

the set defining the analytically uniform structure for E' such that k = k outside

of Ru.

Proof. We give the proof for n = 1 ; there are no difficulties involved in the

extension to n> 1. We define k as in the diagram on the following page. On the

line joining z with z' we define í by linear interpolation. We wish to verify that

k(z) satisfies

(32) exp(f|/«|)(l+ \z\)* = 0(k(z)),

so I satisfies the desired properties.

Before proving this, let us explain why it should be so. On \lz\ —u(\z\)

we have

exp(f|/«|) = exp(fa>(|i?z|)).

Since w(y)/log(y)—><», the function exp(to(|i?z| )) is larger at infinity than

any polynomial. Since, in general, the only difference between the functions
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\Iz\-o(\Rt\)

(Rz-Rz'-y)

defining the uniform structures for Ê or D is a question of polynomial growth,

we should expect our result.

To prove (32), it is sufficient to prove (32) outside Ru, as is easily seen.

For simplicity we assume that «(y) > 2 for all y. Then for any p, t let

(0 for | 7z | < w( | Rz | ) - 1

le
(33) UÁz)

texp0|7z|)(l+ |*|)» for z G -R».

The definition of fp,t is completed by requiring that/Pl» be continuous and

fp,t is monotonically decreasing on the line joining z with y or z' with y (see

diagram).

I claim that for any q we have

(34) UM = 0(exp((t + 1) | 7z| )/(l + | «| )«).

Now (34) is certainly satisfied if | 7z| <c«j(| i?z| ) — 1 for then the left side is 0.

For 7zi?co(| Rz\ ) — 1 we need only prove that for any q

(1+ |z|)*+« = 0(exp(|7z|))

that is,

log(l + | z | ) £ const +
7z

P + q

or, what is the same thing,
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(35) log(l+ |«|)/|/«| -+0

as | z| —*•■», |7z| _:<o(| 7?s[ ) — 1. If (35) were violated then there would exist

a sequence of points zy such that

(36) |/Zy|    =W(|tfZy|)-   1

and

log(l + |zy|)/|7zy|   = 1 say.

But for |zy|  large, log(l + |zy|)>|7zy| implies log |i?z,| >(1/2)| 7zy|  which

is impossible if 17zy| èw(| Rz\ ) — 1. This completes the proof of Lemma 7.

Remark. Lemma 7 is the key to the understanding of the nature of C"

ellipticity (see [3; 5]).

Theorem 8. Let a satisfy the hypothesis of Lemma 7, and let S be a distribu-

tion. Then there exists a measure p with support pQRa and a function k of the

type used to define the analytic uniform structure of D' so that, if

(37) T =  I exp(ix-z)du-(z)/k(z)

(symbolic integral) then S—TEE.

Proof. Let K denote the set of functions defining the analytic uniform

structure for D' and K' the corresponding set for E. Then Lemma 7 shows

that the topology of D is defined by the semi-norms

max | F(z) | /k'(z), k' £ K',
zeC

and

max | F(z) | /*(«), k £ K,
zeRu

for FED. The method of proof of Theorem 1 then shows that we can write 5

in the form

(38) S= f exp(ix-z)du.(z)/k(z) + j exp(ix-z)dß'(z)/k'(z)

where kEK, k'EK', and support pERu. The second integral on the right of

(38) is certainly in £ which is the desired result.

The conditions imposed on co in Lemma 7 are sufficient to obtain the con-

clusion of Theorem 8 for all distributions S. However, for particular dis-

tributions S we should be able to obtain a representation for 7 as in (37)

where the support of p is a smaller set. An example of the type of result we

have in mind is the following: Suppose there exists a k>0 so that 5 is a dis-

tribution of order á¿(l + |*|) in the ball center origin, radius |x|. Then we
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can find a bounded measure p whose support is contained in the set

(39) |7z|   £ l + /log(l+ \Rz\)

and a function k of the type used to define the analytic uniform structure of

D' such that for

(40) T = f exp(ix-z)dp(z)/k(z)

we have 5— TEE.
This result (which we have not proven) and similar results should be

deducible by the methods used in [2] to describe the topology of Û. Hörman-

der and Malgrange have simplified the author's proof (their method is not

yet published) and their method should shed more light on the situation.

3. Applications. It is well known and readily verified that every continuous

function which is small at infinity (« = 1) can be represented as the sum of a

function analytic in the upper half-plane with one analytic in the lower half-

plane. We want to present a general treatment of this problem.

Let us denote by O (7=1, 2, • • • , 2") the 2n "octants" in C, that is, the

closed subspaces defined by letting the imaginary parts have constant sign,

real parts arbitrary; we set C1 as the principal octant: 7z^0 for all /. If h is

holomorphic in the interior of C1, then for any y in the interior of C1, the func-

tion on R:

(41) x -» h(x + y)

defines a distribution on R; we denote this distribution by rvh. A similar

notation applies to the other octants.

Let IF be a space of functions or distributions (W not necessarily analyti-

cally uniform). Let TEW and suppose there exist functions h' with h>

holomorphic in the interior of C' such that for each j and each appropriate y

we can consider T„h' as an element of IF in a natural way (such that the

map y-^Tyh' is an analytic map of interior C> into W) and such that the limit

(42) lim TyV = F
Irl-HJ

exists in the topology of W, and

T = Tl + ■ ■ ■ + T2".

Then we also write

(43) T = hl +-\-h».

We give now a criterion for every TE W to have a representation of the

form (43) :
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Theorem 9. Let W be analytically uniform and let K be an analytical uni-

form structure of W. Suppose the functions k of K can be chosen to have the

following properties:

exp(-t\z\) = 0(k(z))

for any t>0. Then every TEW can be written in the form (43).

Proof. By Theorem 1 we can write

(44) T = T1 + • ■ ■ + rn,

where

(45) T* = f exp(ix-z)d^'(z)/k'(z)

where k'EK and p' is a bounded measure with support p'QC'. For any y

in the interior of C' it is clear that the integral

(46) h>(x + y)=  I exp(i(x +y)-z)dp'(z)/k'(z)

converges absolutely and uniformly for y in any compact set of the interior

of C'. Thus, h is holomorphic in the interior of CK We claim that, for any such

y, Tyh> defines, in a natural way an element of IF. For any 7£ W', the integral

(47) f F(z) txp(iyz)du'(z)/k'(z)

is absolutely convergent; moreover, these integrals are uniformly bounded

on the set of F which satisfy | F(z)/k'(z) \ ^ 1 for all zEC, that is, these inte-

grals are uniformly bounded for £ in a neighborhood of zero in W'. This

means that the map

(48) / -» f F(z) exp(iy • z)d>i>(z)/k>(z)

(/£ W, F is the Fourier transform of /) defines a continuous linear function

on IF', which it is natural to call Tvh'. It is readily verified that y—>Tvh' is an

analytic map of interior of C' into IF. Finally, a simple "abelian" theorem

shows that as |y| —»0,

(49) „A''-> T> = f exp(ix-z)dpi(z)/ki(z).

This, together with (44) and (45), completes the proof of Theorem 9.

Remark. In case IF is one of the spaces of distributions of Schwartz, the

identification of rvh> with a distribution which we made in the proof of
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Theorem 9 is readily verified to be the same as Schwartz' way of making a

distribution of the function on R: x-*h'(x+y).

Global approximation.

Theorem 10. Let « = 1, and letfEE; then we can find an entire function g

such that f—g is in the space O'u of Schwartz. Again, let w = l and let TED'f.

Then we can find an entire function h such that T—h is in the space S' of

Schwartz.

Proof. For the first part, we use Theorem 6. Then, we can find bounded

measures p\, p2 with support px Cimaginary axis, support p2 Créai axis, and

we can find continuous positive monotonie functions k and k on R such that

h tends to infinity faster than any exponential and h tends to infinity faster

than any polynomial, and such that

(50) /(*) = j exp(ix-z)dp1(z)/l1(z) + j exp(ix-z)dp2(z)/h(z) = g + gh say.

Clearly g is entire and it is readily verified that giEO¡¡.

The proof for D'f is similar.

In Theorem 10, and in the corresponding Theorem 6, we have used the

fact that the functions of E' are entire functions of exponential type. Actually,

we can define spaces W which are analytically uniform but for which the func-

tions kEK are entire functions with other kinds of growth conditions at

infinity. Examples of such spaces are constructed in [2 ] where we get certain

spaces of entire functions of finite order. The result corresponding to Theo-

rems 5 and 6 for these spaces is that the lines .4,-, B¡ in the complex zy plane

should be replaced by a finite set of half-planes through the origin such that

the sectors obtained are of sufficiently small angle.

For the approximation problem corresponding to Theorem 10 for these

questions, the following abstract situation prevails. (For simplicity we as-

sume » = 1.) The set K consists of all functions fe(z) = ^1(^)^2(^7) (where

z = £+m?) such that fei grows faster than any polynomial and k2 tends mono-

tonically to infinity faster than some set of functions; k2 always tends to

infinity faster than any exponential. The problem of approximation is then

to find the largest (at infinity) function X such that the conditions

(a) |F(Ö|   á*ift),

(b) \F(Z + iv)\   £¿1(0*2(1») for»^X(Ö

imply I 7"(z) I £fe(z) for all z, for FEW', for a set of fe sufficient to define the

topology of the space W'. For then, by our above method we derive for any

ÎEW

(51)    /(*) = j exp(t*Ö<Wi)/fei(Ö + f exp(ixt)dn2(z)/k(z) = /, + /», say,
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where pi and p2 are bounded measures and p2 has its support on rçèX(£).

Since ki is in general larger than ki, it is clear that the larger we can make X,

the more regular f2 will be. In particular, if we can make X—> oo faster than

e£ for some e>0, then we see easily that/2 will be entire. In case IF is the space

of indefinitely differentiable functions/ such that/ and all its derivatives are

0(exp(|x|o+') for every e>0) (see [4]) we derive the result that

(52) f-fi+h

where JiEOm and/2 is an entire function of order ¿a.

Application to the heat equation. Let / be a real variable and let us consider

a function g(t, x) which satisfies the heat equation

dg      d2g d2g
<53) í-7%+-- + Ú

for all t, x. It is well known that for fixed t the function x—*g(t, x) is entire.

We can use our methods to prove

Theorem 11. Let f(x)EH. Then there exists a g which is a solution of the

heat equation for all t, x such that g(0, x) =f(x).

Proof. We use Theorem* 5 and we choose A¡ as the line argZy = r/4,

arg Zj = 57t/4 and B¡ as the line arg Zj = 37r/4, arg z,- = 7ir/4. Then we may

write

f(x) = j exp(ix-z)dß(z)/k(z),

where k(z) grows faster than any exponential and p is a bounded measure

with support on ir(Aj\JBj).

Define

/a 2tXp(ÍX-Z - t(Zi +   ■  ■  ■  + Zn))dß(z)/k(z).

First we notice that for ZjEAj or z,EBj, we have z2 pure imaginary, so that

|exp( — t(z\+ • ■ ■ +z„))\ =1. Thus the integral in (54) converges absolutely

and uniformly together with its derivatives uniformly for t, x in compact sets.

Hence we can differentiate under the integral sign and deduce that g satisfies

the heat equation. It is clear that g(0, x) =f(x) so our result is demonstrated.

Remark. Theorem 11 is a special case of a general existence theorem for

Cauchy's problem on a characteristic surface. In a separate article we show

by similar but more complicated methods that for any linear partial differen-

tial equation with constant coefficients we can assign Cauchy data which are

arbitrary entire functions on any hyperplane. This result is, of course, new
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only in case the hypersurface is characteristic; otherwise it is contained in the

Cauchy-Kowalewski theorem.

Application to division problems. In [3, p. 584], we posed the following

problem (Problem 4) : Is Z> * E = £ ? We shall now show that the response is in

the affirmative. For simplicity we consider first the case » = 1.

Let/G-E; then by Theorem 6 we may write

/ - g + k,

where h is entire and g is of the form

g(x) = J exp(ix-z)dp(z)/l(z),

with p a bounded measure whose support is on R and I tends to infinity

faster than any polynomial. Suppose we can find a function bED, sEE such

that

b * s = g.

Then we are reduced to finding a tEF satisfying

b * t = h.

But such a t always exists by a theorem of Malgrange and of the author (see

[2]). Thus we are reduced to the construction of b and of s.

We shall construct b in such a way that the Fourier transform B of b tends

to zero on R less rapidly than [/(z) ]~1/2, that is, B will have the property that

[l(x)]~1i2B(x)-1-*0   as   * -*±oo.

Thus, if we call s the inverse Fourier transform of p/lB, then it is clear that

sEE (even that sEOu) and we see immediately that

b * s = g.

It remains thus to construct BED with the desired property. Set

v(z) = sin(z + i)/(z + i) sin i

so v is an entire function of exponential type with \v(0) | = 1 and v(x) behaves

essentially like (1 —|— | jc | ) x. Without going into the details, it is easy to see

that we can construct B of the form

B(z) = f[v(tiz)
/-i

for suitable «y.

In case «> 1, we again use Theorem 6 with the B¡ of that theorem being

the imaginary axis of the complex zy plane. Then we proceed along lines sim-

ilar to the above with two modifications:
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(a) We cannot use the result of Malgrange and the author, but we must

make estimates along the imaginary axis also.

(b) We must replace the function B used above by a product of func-

tions B(zi)B(zí) • • • B(zn). Here the function / gets replaced by

l2(x) = min l2(x)

and on the imaginary axis we use

h(x) = min/i(a;).

We have thus

Theorem 12. D*E = E.

We wish now to give an application to division problems depending on a

parameter (see [3, Problem 8, p. 585]). In [3] we introduced the concept of

slowly decreasing. A function 7££' is called slowly decreasing if there is an

a>0 such that for any xER there is a yER with \x—y\ <a log (1 + |»:|)

and | J(y) | ^ (a + \ x\ )~*. It is shown in [3] that for SEE' the existence of a

fundamental solution for S is equivalent to having the Fourier transform of 5

slowly decreasing. By using the minimum modulus theorem in the form used

in [3] we can show

Lemma 13. 7 is slowly decreasing if and only if we can find a ¿>>0 so that

the set

Bb(J) = {z\ \j(z)\   £(* + |z|)->exp(-&|7z|)}

is sufficient to define the topology of £'.

The statement that Bb is sufficient to define the topology of E' means

that, if K= \k} is an analytic structure for Ê then the topology of £' can

be defined by the semi-norms

sup   \F(z)\/k(z)
te.BbU)

for ££ £'. As in the cases treated above this means that also any /££ is

of the form (1) where support uQBb(J).

Let {/x}xsa be a family of functions in Ê' each of which is slowly de-

creasing. We say that {J\} is uniformly slowly decreasing if there is a b > 0 so

that the set

Bb({Jx\) =  R B6(/0
XSA

is sufficient to define the topology of £'.

Next, let A be a locally compact space. Let X—>S\ be a continuous map
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of A into E' and let X—>7x be a continuous map of A into D'. We ask whether

there exists a continuous map of X—» V\ of A into D' such that

5x * Fx = 7\.

Theorem 14. Suppose that S\ is slowly decreasing for each X and that

{S\} xet is uniformly slowly decreasing whenever L is compact. Then there exists

a continuous map X—► V\ of A into D\ such that

Sx * Fx = ft.

Proof. By taking a partition of unity in A we may easily reduce the prob-

lem to the case A compact which we now assume; let B be the set 5&({A})

whose existence is guaranteed by the fact that the set {J\} of Fourier trans-

form is uniformly slowly decreasing.

For each X, call t7x the Fourier transform of T\, that is, U\-F= l\-f for

fED, FED being the Fourier transform of/. Then we may consider the map

X—>f/x as an element of L(Ô, N(À)), the space of continuous linear maps of

D into N(A), the space of continuous functions on A. Call M the space of con-

tinuous functions G on B such that for any kEK we have | G(z) \ /fe(z)—K) for

zEB, \z\ —>oo with the topology defined by the semi-norms

sup | G(z) | /k(z) for z E K.
16 £

We now use the fact that D' is nuclear (see A. Grothendieck, Produits

tensoriels topologiques et espaces nucléaires, Memoirs Amer. Math. Soc. no. 16,

1955). From the results of Grothendieck it follows that each i/x can be ex-

tended to an element 0\EM' in such a way that X—>Z7x is continuous. We

now define V\ as the inverse Fourier transform of Jx 1Ü\, that is,

Fx-/= Üx-J?F,

where /GT>, F is the Fourier transform of/. It is easily verified that FxG7J>',

that
Sx * Fx = 7\

and that X—*V\ is continuous from A into D'. This completes the proof of

Theorem 13.

4. General remarks. 1. In connection with Theorem 1, it is of interest

to know that, in many cases, one could show directly the existence of the

Fourier representation (1). We illustrate for the case « = 1, the space E: We

take a partition of unity on R relative to the sets [j — 1 £#£7 + 1]. Then for

any/G£we write / = Tlf' where support f1' C [j — 1 £ x £/+1 ]. Each /»' has a

Fourier transform F'(z), and for/>l for example, we have

(55) f'(x) =  I F'(z)exp(-ú;z)ziz =  I        F'(z) exp(-ixz)dz.
J it J R+ivi
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Now for y, large positive, F'(z) is very small on Iz = y¡; in fact F>(z) behaves

essentially like exp( — (j— l)y;). By choosing the yy properly, we can define

p(z)/k(z) as the sum of the measures F'(z) times the measure dz on the line

7z = yy. The precise construction of the yy can be carried out by the method

of [l] used to prove the description of the topology of D't. The possibility of

such a direct construction was pointed out to me by Professor Mikusinski

whom I should like to thank. A similar method, except that the sets R+iy¡

are replaced by suitable polycylinders, can be used to prove the analogous re-

sult for 77 (This was pointed out to me by Hörmander.) However,, the above

method does not seem to yield the more refined results such as those in §2

which are needed for the applications.

2. We can give also a simple proof of the representation of a continuous

function as a sum/=A1+ • • • +A2" where h' is holomorphic in the interior

of CK By a result of Poincaré (see e.g. [4]) we can find an entire function g

with no zeros so that/(je)/g(x)—»0 exponentially as |¡e| —»». Then if we call

nt(x) =f(x)/g(x), the Cauchy integral formula allows us to write m = m1+ ■ ■ •

+m2" where m' is holomorphic in the interior of C>. On writing

(56) / = gm = gm1 + • • • + gm2"

we have our desired result.

However, this method does not give such strong results as those obtained

in Theorem 9, for this method does not work for distributions; also if/££

then this direct method does not show that t„/V converges in the topology of

£ as |y| —>0, y£interior CK To prove the analogous result for £, we should

have to prove that there exists an entire function g such that g and all its

derivatives are arbitrarily small at infinity. We do not know how to construct

such a function.

A second direct method to obtain a representation as in Theorem 9 would

be to take a partition of unity as in Remark 1 above. Then we write (say

n = l) /= ~YjK where support f'Q ¡j — 1 ̂ x^j+l]. We can write each/' as

the sum p{+p2 where p\ is holomorphic in the upper half-plane and pi is

holomorphic in the lower half-plane. The pi could be constructed by the

usual Cauchy integral formula, but then the series ][3y Pt(z) would not con-

verge. We must instead use Cauchy's integral formula in the form

/dmexp( — iyj-u)u(w)-
ill — z

for suitable yy, where the path of integration is, as usual, a simple, rectifiable,

closed Jordan curve containing z in its interior. This method is closely related

to the method of Remark 1 above, and corresponds to breaking up the inte-

grals used there which were on R+iy¡ into integrals on R++iy¡ and R~+iy¡

where T"* is the positive (negative) real axis.
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3. In our definition of analytically uniform, we have used a description of

W' by uniform norms. It should also be of interest to consider other types of

norms, for example, types of integral norms.

4. A very important, and doubtless"very difficult, problem is to be able

to construct minimal sets for the support of p in our representation (1).

5. Finally the problem arises of understanding directly (without Fourier

transform) the concept of an analytically uniform space. A true understand-

ing of this concept might provide an insight into the treatment of variable

coefficient partial differential equations.
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